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Thirty years after the Soviet Union’s collapse, this book reveals how tensions between America,
NATO, and Russia transformed geopolitics in the decade after the fall of the Berlin Wall“The
most engaging and carefully documented account of this period in East-West diplomacy
currently available.”—Andrew Moravscik, Foreign AffairsNot one inch. With these words,
Secretary of State James Baker proposed a hypothetical bargain to Soviet leader Mikhail
Gorbachev after the fall of the Berlin Wall: if you let your part of Germany go, we will move NATO
not one inch eastward. Controversy erupted almost immediately over this 1990 exchange—but
more important was the decade to come, when the words took on new meaning. Gorbachev let
his Germany go, but Washington rethought the bargain, not least after the Soviet Union’s own
collapse in December 1991. Washington realized it could not just win big but win bigger. Not one
inch of territory needed to be off limits to NATO.On the thirtieth anniversary of the Soviet
collapse, this book uses new evidence and interviews to show how, in the decade that
culminated in Vladimir Putin’s rise to power, the United States and Russia undermined a
potentially lasting partnership. Prize-winning historian M. E. Sarotte shows what went wrong.

“Sarotte has the receipts, as it were: her authoritative tale draws on thousands of memos, letters,
briefs, and other once secret documents—including many that have never been published before
—which both fill in and complicate settled narratives on both sides.”—Joshua Yaffa, New
Yorker“Prize-winning historian Mary Elise Sarotte . . . charts all the private discussions within the
western alliance and with Russia over enlargement and reveals Russia as powerless to slow the
ratchet effect of the opening of Nato’s door.”—Patrick Wintour, The Guardian“Sarotte is the
unofficial dean of ‘end of Cold War’ studies. . . . With her latest book, she tackles head-on the not-
controversial-at-all questions about NATO’s eastward growth and the effect it had on Russia’s
relations with the west. I look forward to the contretemps this book will inevitably produce.”—
Daniel W. Drezner, Washington Post“‘Not one inch to the east’ . . . [is] a history so often repeated
that it’s practically conventional wisdom. Mary Sarotte . . . [describes] what actually happened
[between the US and Russia], and how both the reality and distortion really shape today’s
events.”—Max Fisher, New York Times, from “The Interpreter” newsletter“A riveting account of
Nato enlargement and its contribution to the present confrontation. Sarotte tells the story with
great narrative and analytical flair, admirable objectivity, and an attention to detail that many of
us who thought we knew the history have forgotten or never knew.”—Rodric Braithwaite,
Financial Times“Masterful and exhaustively researched . . . For this well-written and pacy book,
[Sarotte] has uncovered previously unpublished details of former president Bill Clinton’s role in
deciding Europe’s fate.”—Con Coughlin, Sunday Telegraph“Highly detailed, thoroughly
researched, and briskly written.”—Fred Kaplan, New York Review of Books“There’s no one who



has researched the relevant sources more thoroughly than historian Mary E. Sarotte, who has
just published Not One Inch . . . successfully reconstructing the most significant days [in NATO
expansion].”—Stefan Kornelius, Süddeutsche Zeitung“Sarotte weaves together the most
engaging and carefully documented account of this period in East-West diplomacy currently
available.”—Andrew Moravcsik, Foreign AffairsSelected as a Foreign Affairs Best Book of
2021“A tour de force of research and analysis.”—Richard Aldous, host of American Purpose’s
“Bookstack” podcast“A must-read for anyone interested in U.S.-Russian relations or the study of
U.S. foreign policy since 1991.”—Emma Ashford, War on the Rocks“[A] gracefully written
history . . . the most authoritative account of this historical episode that is ever likely to be
written.”—Michael Mandelbaum, American Purpose“An important book.”—Jacob
Heilbrunn, National Interest“[A] complex and rich look at the arguments underpinning Russia’s
present concern about NATO.”—Diplomatic Courier“A riveting account of fateful choices to
expand NATO and their consequences for relations with Russia today.”—Graham Allison, author
of Destined for War: Can America and China Escape Thucydides’s Trap?"Sarotte deftly unpacks
one of the most important strategic moves of the post–Cold War Era: the decision to enlarge
NATO. Her detailed history of the 1990s is groundbreaking, and her assessment of the impacts
of NATO expansion on European security is balanced and nuanced. A major accomplishment
and a must-read."—Charles A. Kupchan, Georgetown University and the Council on Foreign
Relations“Not One Inch will be considered the best-documented and best-argued history of the
NATO expansion during the crucial 1989–1999 period.”—Norman Naimark, author of Stalin and
the Fate of Europe: The Postwar Struggle for Sovereignty “Sarotte explores how and why NATO
expanded and relations with Russia deteriorated in the post–Cold War world. It is an important
book, well documented and told."—Joseph Nye Jr., author of Do Morals Matter? Presidents and
Foreign Policy from FDR to Trump “Mary Sarotte’s insightful story of NATO’s enlargement in the
1990s will be the foundation for debates about lessons among policy-makers as well as a
fascinating read for people interested in recent history.”—Robert B. Zoellick, US negotiator for
German unification and author of America in the World: A History of U.S. Diplomacy and Foreign
Policy --This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorM. E. Sarotte is the Kravis
Professor of Historical Studies at Johns Hopkins School of Advanced International Studies, a
member of the Council on Foreign Relations, and the author, among other books, of The
Collapse: The Accidental Opening of the Berlin Wall. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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 ννους τ καιν το ς π λαι τεκμα ρεταιa man of sense judges the new events by the past—
SOPHOCLES, Oedipus Rex, 916
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Note on Names and PlacesTHIS BOOK’S RELIANCE ON EVIDENCE in languages other than
English creates challenges in spelling proper nouns in the main text. In the interest of producing
a clearly written English-language account, I have adopted anglicized versions of frequently
cited place names, such as Pristina for Prishtinë or Priština, and Visegrad for Visegrád. I also
refer to East Germany and West Germany, although these exact names are relatively infrequent



in the original German-language sources from the Cold War. Those sources generally refer to
the eastern half of the divided country by its formal name, the German Democratic Republic or
GDR, and to the western half as the Federal Republic of Germany or FRG. I also use East Berlin
for the capital of East Germany, although the ruling regime generally called its half of the divided
city Berlin. A further complication arises from the fact that, after unification on October 3, 1990,
newly reunited Germany kept the former West German name, so references to the FRG after
that date describe the united country. With regard to individuals, I have tried to provide names in
the original spelling where feasible (that is, if there are no common English equivalents and the
original is not in a different alphabet).Contests over borders create further complications. After
Ukraine’s December 1, 1991 vote to break away from the Soviet Union, this book switches the
spelling of the capital city from Kiev to the version preferred by the newly independent state,
Kyiv. Another contested issue was the status of the three Baltic countries during the Soviet era;
neither they nor the United States (among other countries) recognized their incorporation into
the USSR. Moscow dominated the Baltics nonetheless, and they were commonly shown as part
of the Soviet Union on maps. Bearing the non-recognition in mind, this book follows the
convention of showing the Baltics as part of the USSR after their incorporation. Finally, due to
the scale of the maps as printed and the resulting small size of some locations—such as
Andorra, the Vatican, and some islands—markings on some of the smallest places and borders
may vary slightly or be omitted; such minor variations are for visual clarity of the map as a whole
and do not carry geopolitical implications.

AbbreviationsABMAnti-Ballistic Missile (Treaty)ACTORDsActivation OrdersBALTBATBaltic
BattalionCDUChristian Democratic Union (German political party)CEECentral and Eastern
Europe (also, Central and Eastern European)CFEConventional Forces in Europe
(Treaty)CIACentral Intelligence Agency (US)CISCommonwealth of Independent States
(association of post-Soviet states)CJTFCombined Joint Task ForceCNNCable News
NetworkCSCEConference on Security and Cooperation in EuropeCTBTComprehensive Test
Ban TreatyCTRCooperative Threat Reduction (Program, US)DCDistrict of
ColumbiaDMDeutsche mark, the former currency of GermanyDoDDepartment of Defense
(US)EAPCEuro-Atlantic Partnership CouncilECEuropean CommunityEUEuropean
UnionFDPFree Democratic Party (German party, also known as the Liberals)FOTLFollow-On to
Lance (Missiles)FRGFederal Republic of Germany, also known as West Germany before
October 3, 1990FSBFederal Security Service (Russian domestic intelligence service, partial
successor to KGB)FSUFormer Soviet UnionFYROMFormer Yugoslav Republic of
MacedoniaG7Group of 7G8Group of 8GDRGerman Democratic Republic, also known as East
GermanyGRUMain Intelligence Directorate (Russian, military intelligence agency of the General
Staff of the Armed Forces)IAEAInternational Atomic Energy AssociationICBMIntercontinental
ballistic missileIFORImplementation ForceIGCIntergovernmental Conference
(EC)IMFInternational Monetary FundINFIntermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (Treaty)JCSJoint



Chiefs of Staff (US)KFORKosovo ForceKGBCommittee for State Security, Russian initials for
(Soviet Union)MAPMembership Action Plan (NATO)MIRVsMultiple independent reentry
vehicle(s)NACNorth Atlantic Council (NATO)NACCNorth Atlantic Cooperation Council
(NATO)NATONorth Atlantic Treaty OrganizationNICNational Intelligence Council (US)NISNewly
Independent States (US designation for post-Soviet states other than the Baltics)NPTTreaty on
the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear WeaponsNRANational Rifle AssociationNSCNational Security
Council (US)OECDOrganisation for Economic Co-operation and
DevelopmentOSCEOrganization for Security and Co-operation in EuropeOSDOffice of the
Secretary of Defense (US)PfPPartnership for PeacePJCPermanent Joint Council
(NATO)RANDUS think tankSACEURSupreme Allied Commander Europe (NATO)SEDSocialist
Unity Party, German initials for (East German)SFORStabilization ForceSHAPESupreme
Headquarters Allied Powers EuropeSNFShort-Range Nuclear ForcesSNOGSenate NATO
Observer Group (US)SPDSocial Democratic Party of Germany, German initials
forSTARTStrategic Arms Reduction TreatySVRForeign Intelligence Service (Russian, partial
successor to KGB)TASSSoviet news agency, Russian initials forTHAADTheater High Altitude
Area Defense (also Terminal High Altitude Area Defense)UKUnited Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern IrelandUNUnited NationsUNPROFORUN Protection ForceUNSCUN Security
CouncilUSUnited StatesUSGUnited States governmentUSSRUnion of Soviet Socialist
Republics, also known as the Soviet UnionWEUWestern European UnionWTOWorld Trade
Organization

NATO and the Warsaw Pact in 1989.

IntroductionForeclosing OptionsIt is the hallmark of any deep truth that its negation is also a
deep truth.—MAX DELBRÜCKNOT ONE INCH. THE FIGHT over Europe’s future beyond the
Cold War entered its decisive phase with these words, spoken in February 1990 by the
American secretary of state, James Baker, to the leader of the Soviet Union, Mikhail Gorbachev.
The Berlin Wall’s collapse on November 9, 1989 had by then gravely weakened Moscow’s grip
on Central Europe. But thanks to the Soviet victory over the Nazis in World War II, decades later
Moscow still had hundreds of thousands of troops in East Germany and the legal right to keep
them there. To convince Gorbachev to relinquish this military and legal might, Baker uttered the
words as a hypothetical bargain: what if you let your part of Germany go, and we agree that
NATO will “not shift one inch eastward from its present position?”1A controversy erupted over
this exchange almost immediately, at first behind closed doors and then publicly; but more
important was the decade to follow, when these three words took on far-reaching new meanings.
Gorbachev did let his part of Germany go, but along the way Washington rethought its options,
not least after the Soviet Union’s collapse in December 1991. The United States realized it could
not only win big, but win bigger. Not one inch of territory need be off-limits to NATO. Washington
could lead the alliance in opening a path for large numbers of eager new members to join. In the



1990s it did just that, resulting by March 12, 1999 in enlargement across Central and Eastern
Europe and to the Polish-Russian border. But on December 31 of that year, Vladimir Putin rose
to the top in Moscow. As NATO kept expanding, he ultimately decided to use violence in an effort
to ensure that not one inch more of territory would join. The game of moving by inches resulted
in a stalemate.Between the fall of the Wall and the rise of Putin, animosity between Moscow and
Washington over NATO’s future became central to the making of a post–Cold War political order
that looked much like its Cold War predecessor—and to the unmaking of hopes for cooperation
from Vancouver to Vladivostok. To show how and why, this book examines the conflict between
Russia and America against the backdrop of the sprawling, unpredictable landscape of the
1990s. That decade witnessed the astonishing overnight collapse of an empire, yielding a host
of new Eurasian states; produced visionary leaders, some rising from prisons to presidencies,
earning Nobel Prizes and global admiration; and redefined the realm of the possible for
democratization, disarmament, market economies, and the tenets of liberal international order—
but it also opened the door to new expressions of authoritarianism, de-democratization, and
ethnic cleansing.2Telling the unruly history of the nineties as a narrative is hard but necessary.
Without a story to follow, the odds of getting from the beginning to the end of the list of actors,
concepts, and locales approaches zero. This book uses the fight over NATO expansion as its
through line. It tells the story not of the alliance itself but of the strategic choices that American
and Russian leaders made during their decade-long conflict over the start of its enlargement to
Central and Eastern Europe, and of the cumulative weight of those choices on today’s world.
The book begins with a focus on the 1989 contest over the future of divided Germany—which,
for Washington, swiftly turned into a struggle to preserve the Atlantic Alliance. Then, widening its
field of view, the book examines how American success produced opportunities for the
courageous leaders of new European democracies, but also challenges for the West’s
relationship with former Soviet republics—most notably for Western efforts to cure, as one
American defense secretary memorably put it, their nuclear hangover. Widening still more, the
book shows how the way expansion was implemented brought a loss of options for twenty-first-
century transatlantic relations.3Throughout, the book asks how and why US presidents George
H. W. Bush and Bill Clinton—together with their European contemporaries Tony Blair, Jacques
Chirac, Václav Havel, Helmut Kohl, John Major, François Mitterrand, Gerhard Schröder,
Margaret Thatcher, and Lech Wałęsa, plus Baltic leaders and NATO secretaries general
Manfred Wörner and Javier Solana—launched the enlargement that eventually took the alliance
to thirty nations. This accomplishment represented a major success for American strategists. It
saved many (though not all) of the new post–Cold War democracies from life in a security gray
zone between East and West. With Washington’s help, over 100 million Central and Eastern
Europeans enjoyed well-deserved success in their efforts to become NATO allies. And, as it
enlarged, the alliance helped to quell bloody conflicts in the Balkans.Today, NATO stretches
from North America, Iceland, and Greenland to the United Kingdom, Europe, and the Baltics,
covering nearly a billion people. Its members all possess the so-called Article 5 guarantee, a



promise rooted in the alliance’s founding treaty: “an armed attack against one or more of
them . . . shall be considered an attack against them all.” Since gaining that guarantee, the new
members of the alliance have indeed remained free from large-scale armed attacks, even as
fighting began across some former Soviet borders. American military might and its deterrent
power remain the cornerstone of the alliance’s strength.4Yet success came at a price. It is no
small thing to guarantee the security of a billion people. In the 1990s, two American presidents
were so focused on achieving the eastward extension of Article 5 that they did not sufficiently
consider the consequences of how they achieved that goal. As President Bush said in response
to the idea that Washington might compromise with Moscow over NATO’s future, “to hell with
that.” President Clinton was certain that Russia could be “bought off.” Along the way, a promising
alternative mode of enlargement, in the form of a partnership that would have avoided drawing a
new line across Europe, fell to hard-line opposition.5 This tougher attitude achieved results, but
it obscured options that might have sustained cooperation, decreased chances of US-Russian
conflict reocurring, and served Washington’s interests better in the longer term.Put differently,
the expansion of NATO was a justifiable response to the challenges of the 1990s and to the
entreaties of new Central and Eastern European democracies. The problem was how it
happened. The fall of the Wall in 1989 had briefly created the potential for a newly cooperative
post–Cold War order. But a decade later, the border between NATO and non-NATO Europe
remained a clearly demarcated front line, Ukraine and other post-Soviet states languished in a
gray zone, nuclear competition was renewing, and early hopes for cooperation had waned—and
the manner of enlargement had contributed to that outcome.Perhaps it was not surprising that
the outcome would be contentious, given that, throughout the 1990s, American leaders had to
struggle with the tension between two priorities. Either they could enable the region of Central
and Eastern Europe writ large—including post-Soviet states such as the Baltics and Ukraine—to
choose its own destiny at long last, regardless of the impact on Moscow; or they could promote
cooperation with Russia’s fragile new democracy, particularly in the interest of nuclear
disarmament.6 The question for Washington was figuring out which of these goals should take
precedence. The correct answer was both.As the Nobel Prize–winning scientist Max Delbrück
writes, the negation of any simple, correct statement is a false statement. But “it is the hallmark
of any deep truth that its negation is also a deep truth”: light is a particle; light is a wave.
Translated into geopolitical terms, this insight illuminates the tension between the two
compelling truths, or strategic imperatives, facing the United States after the end of the Cold
War: Washington’s highest priority should be the peoples formerly dominated by Moscow;
Washington’s highest priority should be Moscow.7When the choice is between two such
profoundly significant imperatives, the smart move is to avoid rushing a decision—and the best
way to do that is to avoid calling the question too soon. It is the job of those engaged in top-level
statecraft to figure out the smart move and the best timing. In Washington in the early 1990s,
some did.Strategists inside the Bush administration’s State Department and, more significantly,
inside the Clinton administration’s Pentagon produced policies that gave both strategic



imperatives their due and allowed Washington leeway on the timing of irrevocable decisions.
They implemented a strategy of incremental security partnership, open to European and post-
Soviet states alike, ultimately embodied in the Partnership for Peace (PfP). Through this
Partnership, potential NATO members could gain experience in working with the West and
acquire the full weight of the Article 5 guarantee over time. Such a widely applicable, incremental
approach did not require Washington either to draw a new line through post–Cold War Europe or
to leave Ukraine and most other post-Soviet republics to their own devices. It might also have
helped to entrench a new democratic order in Central and Eastern Europe, since subsequent
events demonstrated that the prospect of incrementally gaining membership in desirable
institutions—not membership itself—most effectively solidifies reforms.8But having figured out
the smart move, Washington called the question too soon anyway—and the American decision
to do so ultimately combined with Russia’s own tragic choices in fateful ways. Once President
Boris Yeltsin made decisions in late 1993 and 1994 to shed the blood of his opponents in
Moscow and Chechnya, and Russian voters decided to give antireform extremists a victory in
the December 1993 parliamentary elections, the survival of a vision of partnership that included
both Moscow and the peoples it once dominated became much more challenging. Rampant
inflation in Russia as part of the transition to a market economy only intensified the sense of
disintegrating hopes. Bloodshed in the Balkans added urgency to all questions of European
security and created new frictions between Washington and Moscow over how to handle the
violence. Domestic developments in the United States—most notably the stunning victory of the
Republican Party in the 1994 midterm congressional elections—similarly influenced foreign
policy, tilting Clinton toward a different, more confrontational strategy of alliance
enlargement.Savvy members of the US National Security Council and State Department seized
upon these events, and on Central and Eastern Europeans’ urgent appeals for full Article 5
guarantees, to best the Pentagon in constructing the post–Cold War geopolitical order. Military
planners had played a surprisingly small role in policy formulation in the years immediately after
the fall of the Wall—the Pentagon under Bush complained that, while consulted, it had no real
“input”—and were eventually relegated to the backseat again under Clinton.9 American
advocates of more assertive expansion, emphasizing that Central and Eastern Europe had
suffered too many historical wrongs and waited too long to join the West, switched the mode of
NATO enlargement. Instead of incremental accession by a large number of states, they had the
alliance extend the full weight of the Article 5 guarantee to a small number of states. While their
motives had merit, their mode of expansion accelerated the timing and drew a new line between
the former Soviet Bloc states that had managed to secure Article 5 and those that had not. One
consequence was that American options for managing post–Cold War contingency—namely,
through the creation of a variety of relationships with such states, most notably with Georgia and
Ukraine—became dramatically more limited just as Putin was rising within the ranks in
Russia.Some commentators recognized, at the time, the cost of calling the question too soon.
George Kennan, the former US ambassador to Moscow who in the 1940s had conceived of the



American strategy of containment, argued that post–Cold War NATO expansion tipped the
balance too far away from protecting newfound cooperation with Moscow.10 Even Baker later
recognized in his memoirs that “every achievement contains within its success the seeds of a
future problem.”11 Those seeds took root in the relationship between what remain the globe’s
two nuclear superpowers, the United States and Russia.Despite the passing of the Cold War,
these two nations still possess more than 90 percent of the world’s nuclear warheads and the
ability to kill nearly every living creature on earth. That threat makes understanding the decay in
their relationship in the 1990s an essential story of our time, because it eroded the best chance
for establishing lasting cooperation between them. Cold wars are not short-lived affairs, so thaws
are precious.12 Neither country made the best possible use of the thaw in the nineties. After
unexpectedly being delivered from the threat of a nuclear confrontation with each other, they let
deliverance slip.The effects of American and Russian decisions during that crucial decade have
been far-reaching. The window of opportunity for comprehensive strategic nuclear disarmament
—the most significant opening since the dawn of the atomic age—closed relatively quickly. By
the end of the 1990s, as this book will show, intelligence agencies reported on the beginnings of
renewed nuclear competition. Other forms of competition emerged soon thereafter, not least in
the shredding of hard-won arms control accords. Today’s permissive environment of a world
almost wholly lacking such accords means both sides are reassessing the roles of not just
nuclear but also conventional capabilities. In Europe in recent years, both the post–Cold War
American drawdown of forces and the Russian shift of troops eastward have reversed.13
Increasing tensions have also raised questions about not just physical but also economic
security. As the historian Adam Tooze has shown, renewed Russian aggression reveals that the
post–Cold War “disavowal of the obvious connection between trade and security policy” was a
grievous error, one fully exposed by “the resurgence of Putin’s Russia.” Despite having a GDP
not that much larger than Spain’s, once the cooperative spirit died, Russia began leveraging “its
military assets to upend the geopolitical balance in Western Asia and the Middle East,” and its
cyber capabilities to wound governments and businesses around the globe.14Given the
profound consequences, it is crucial to understand the root cause: why relations between
Moscow and Washington deteriorated so badly after a period of so much promise. This
deterioration was all the more startling because of how close Russia and the United States
briefly were in the 1990s. One measure of this rapport was Yeltsin’s reaction to Baker’s request
in 1991 for the most closely held secret of state: details of how Moscow would launch nuclear
attacks. The Russian leader provided them willingly, partly to curry favor with Baker and to win
American help in his power struggle with Gorbachev, but partly out of trust. Moscow and
Washington began a brief but extraordinary collaboration in countering nuclear proliferation.
Another measure came in 1997, when Yeltsin had his own request for Clinton: “What if we were
to give up having to have our finger next to the button all the time?” The American president
responded, “well, if we do the right thing in the next four years, maybe we won’t have to think as
much about this problem.”By the end of the 1990s, however, trust had largely vanished. Putin



divulged little in his grudging conversations with Clinton and the American president’s top
Russia advisor, Strobe Talbott. Instead of sharing nuclear secrets, he gave the Americans his
account of the grim consequences of reduced Russian power: in former Soviet regions,
terrorists now played soccer with the decapitated heads of their hostages. The idea that Putin
would reveal launch protocols to Clinton was laughable.What happened? To break that
enormous question down into more manageable components: Why did the United States decide
to enlarge NATO after the Cold War, how did the American decision interact with contemporary
Russian choices, and did that interaction yield the fateful decline in relations between the two
countries? Were there feasible alternatives to the decisions that they made? What was the cost
of expansion as it occurred, and how did it help to shape the era between the Cold War and
COVID? Finally, recognizing from the Italian philosopher Benedetto Croce that all history is
ultimately contemporary history, written with an eye on today’s concerns: If we widen the time
horizon, how can knowledge of this history guide efforts to create a better future?15These
questions receive detailed answers over the course of the narrative and in the conclusion, but it
is worth previewing the argument here. NATO enlargement did not, by itself, cause the
deterioration of US-Russian relations. Major events happen for multiple reasons; history is rarely,
if ever, monocausal. American and Russian choices interacted with each other, cumulatively
over time, and with each country’s domestic politics, to produce the decay. Misunderstanding
played a role as well; as the former US ambassadors Alexander Vershbow and Daniel Fried
have written, “both the Bush and Clinton administrations were mistaken in some basic
assumptions about post-Soviet Russia.” Both failed to understand the extent to which the
liberation of Central and Eastern Europe, when viewed from Moscow, looked more like imperial
collapse.16But it is hard to avoid the reality that alliance expansion added to the burdens on
Russia’s fragile young democracy when it was most in need of friends. As Talbott told Chirac in
1997, “the Russian side is all screwed up.” The American added, “I don’t say that disrespectfully”
but in recognition of the way that Russians “have gone through one of the greatest traumas in
history, with more sudden change in their internal order, external relations, and ideology” than
any other country “which has not lost a major war.” The result was that, as the historian Margaret
MacMillan has written, after the collapse of both the Berlin Wall and the Soviet Union “the world
stood at a crossroads . . . with competing visions of how the future should unfold,” not just in
economic but also in security terms. The alliance’s expansion became a major factor in the
subsequent competition among various visions of the future.17 The stories of NATO expansion
and of Moscow’s modern time of troubles became intertwined while the best chance for lasting
cooperation between the nuclear superpowers dwindled, unmaking the precious post–Cold War
moment of optimism.I experienced some of that optimism firsthand as a young American
studying abroad in West Berlin in 1989. Ever since then, I have been trying to understand the
political legacy of events that I witnessed as a bystander. But how can I, or indeed anyone not
directly involved in top-level political decisions, claim to know the NATO expansion story? The
answer is that interactions between leaders of governments and states, and then with their own



advisors, comrades, congresses, parliaments, and peoples, generate mountains of paperwork
that are generally kept secret. Once the Berlin Wall collapsed, however, so too did the Warsaw
Pact states’ ability to keep their documents and secrets hidden. I began researching in such
sources in the 1990s, most notably in the files of the East German secret police, the Stasi. I also
started conducting interviews and writing the first of what eventually became a series of books
and articles on the Cold War and its legacy for today, including The Collapse: The Accidental
Opening of the Berlin Wall, and 1989: The Struggle to Create Post–Cold War Europe.18In the
opening decade of this century, I began a sustained effort to see if I could get the corresponding
Western documents—most of which were still under lock and key—declassified and released. In
a sense, I created my own archive based on declassifications from six countries, even as I took
advantage of regular archival openings and sources that other researchers had declassified.19
This process took many years, partly because there were numerous locations, and partly
because I had to persuade many people and institutions to grant me access. If simple requests
failed, appeals became necessary, adding more years to the process. My research in this
evidence produced the analysis that follows. Readers interested only in the narrative, if they
wish, can read the entire text without ever looking at the references to these sources in the notes
at the end; but those seeking to dive deeply into the evidence can use the citations to do
so.Some research breakthroughs and publications are worth noting here. In 2007, James Baker
generously allowed me to access the collection of his papers that he had donated to Princeton
University, including documents from crucial meetings in Moscow in 1990.20 In 2008,
hardworking staff at the George H. W. Bush Presidential Library helped me to file many
hundreds of hard-copy requests, opening up new avenues not just for me but for other
researchers as well.21 In 2009, I was able to reverse a denial of my 2005 request to see German
foreign ministry records after former German foreign minister Joschka Fischer and others were
kind enough to prompt the ministry to reconsider.22 In 2014, NATO decided to implement its so-
called Directive on the Public Disclosure of NATO Information, giving me a wedge with which to
pry open alliance archives with the help of staff in Brussels.23 Perhaps the biggest challenge,
however, was declassifying transcripts of Clinton’s conversations with Yeltsin, which required
three years of appeals after my initial requests in 2015 and 2016 failed. With the help of
archivists and others dedicated to transparency, however, my appeals to the William J. Clinton
Presidential Library ultimately succeeded in 2018, yielding a collection so rich (including in
references to Putin) that Russian presidential spokesman Dmitry Peskov protested the library’s
declassification of “documents concerning current politicians”—meaning above all his
boss.24But not everything is written down. I benefited enormously from the willingness of more
than a hundred participants in events to share their memories in interviews; their names appear
in the bibliography and they have my gratitude. Given the limits of human memory—it is
understandably hard to remember exact words used decades ago—I also compared those
interviews to the archival evidence whenever possible. When inconsistencies arose, I stuck with
the written record from the historical time period. In other words, I followed a hierarchy of



evidence for this book. Sources produced as events were happening, and held securely since
then—what historians call primary sources—represent a higher caliber of evidence than
comments made or interviews conducted years or decades later. In a further effort to provide the
most accurate possible record of remarks on the controversial topic of NATO expansion, the
quotations in this book come exclusively from printed or recorded matter, not from my memory
of interviews or of evidence. I have further differentiated quotations into ones I found in primary
sources, indicated by double quotation marks in the main text, and ones I quote from others
(that is, quotes of quotes), indicated by double then single quotation marks. The sources for all
quotations appear in the endnotes.Taken together, these sources offer a rich picture of the past.
As the historian John Lewis Gaddis has written, “the direct experience of events isn’t necessarily
the best path toward understanding them, because your field of vision extends no further than
your own immediate senses.” Participants in events are, by definition, on the ground, in a crowd
with many others, amid the pressures of the day. Although I lived through some of the events as
a bystander, only after completing my training in the PhD program in history at Yale University
did I realize how much I had missed. Historians are the equivalent of onlookers from a great
distance: the detail is less, but the perspective is greater. As Gaddis put it, “the historian of the
past is much better off than the participant in the present, from the simple fact of having an
expanded horizon.”25The way personal involvement can even become problematic for later
historical assessments is apparent in comments by and about the two men who kicked off the
fight over NATO expansion: Gorbachev and Baker. The former Soviet leader made headlines in
2014 with passionate remarks on whether Baker had promised him the alliance would never
expand. Gorbachev’s views matter because, by refraining from the use of force to shore up
crumbling Soviet power in 1989, he opened the door to all that followed. That self-restraint justly
earned Gorbachev the Nobel Peace Prize—but it also contributed to his fall from power after the
Atlantic Alliance started enlarging eastward across the Cold War line.
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A. Dossymov, “Refreshing perspective on the (d)evolution of the relationship between Russia
and the West.. First of all, I admittedly only got through about 75-80% of the book at the time of
writing (though I did jump forward to some specific passages in later chapters when I was
searching for references to specific terms that I was interested in). I was expecting the Kindle
edition to be made available on the same day as the print version, so I didn’t plan ahead to make
time to finish it.That being said, it really is quite a comprehensive and refreshing overview of the
development and the eventual near-collapse of the relationship between the West and Russia.It
breaks with what I would say is a popularly held and simplistic view (and so, conversely,
reinforces the view held by a good portion of academia) that the current state of affairs is
overwhelmingly attributable to the rise of Putinism in Russia, instead focusing on the expansion
of NATO (or, rather, the manner in which it was carried out), as the perceived Western “betrayal”
of the informal promises made to the Soviet leadership on the eve of its collapse. While this is, I
would say, the book’s overarching argument, the author spends considerable amounts of time
explaining and examining the evolution of the views held (and actions taken) by successive US
administrations to present evidence both supporting and contradicting that thesis.Overall the
account that the author creates is convincing, both impressively researched and carefully
documented (I really do hope that the print version uses footnotes though - endnotes work fine
in a digital version, but are a pain to deal with in print, in my opinion), while still managing to stay
engaging (relatively speaking of course).I wouldn’t say I found all of the book’s arguments and
evidence equally convincing, some of it a bit too speculative (I imagine due to inability to acquire
the same calibre of evidence as to the inner workings of Russia’s foreign policy decision-
making), and at times referencing certain works and/or people I would personally consider
somewhat sub-par (I rarely agree with the views of Mr. Åslund for example), but it doesn’t really
do much to affect the overall impression.While it’s not exactly revolutionary in terms of what it
argues, it makes use of new accounts and previously unused (to the best of my knowledge)
primary sources, and is, in my opinion, the most comprehensive account of the last 30 or so
years of Russia-West relations and diplomatic history available today. I really wish I had access
to this book (or even just its bibliography) when I was doing my MA in area studies several years
ago. I wouldn’t be at all surprised to eventually see this book or its chapters featured in many a
university course syllabus. Last but not least, it’s also quite nice to read another great work by a
female scholar in what is a pretty male-dominated field.”

Ralph Eastwick, “Must Reading for the Present Time. Mary Elise Sarotte's "Not One Inch" is an
incredibly well-researched and documented history of U.S.-Russian relations immediately after
the fall of the Berlin Wall. Sarotte has read every relevant document, read every important
memoir by the various participants, interviewed countless statesmen, and written a flowing
narrative that is a pleasure to read. While she answers a qualified "yes" to the question of



whether the U.S. could have handled the relationship better, she also grants the former
members of the Warsaw Pact had legitimate economic and security reasons for looking to the
West. The horror of those peoples, Poles, Hungarians, and Czechs, for example, at the brutal
conflict in Chechnya instigated by Yeltsin in late 1994 stand to confirm those desires. And it
appears that not much has changed since with the rise of Vladimir Putin and his maniacal desire
to re-constitute the Russian Empire, and his grotesque and brutal methods to accomplish this.
As historians have pointed out, his model is not Stalin, but Peter the Great. During the debates
over NATO expansion, which Sarotte exhaustively details, scholars such as George Kennan and
Michael Mandelbaum warned that expansion would turn out badly, while advocates such as
National Security advisor Anthony Lake were able to push the issue to their favored conclusion.
Having read the book and reviewed the arguments on both sides, I have concluded that whether
the former Warsaw Pact members became NATO members or not, became EU members or not,
whether the Partnership for Peace had evolved into something much stronger, whether there
had been some type of Nordic-Baltic security arrangement, it would matter little in the end in the
face of an onslaught the likes of which we are witnessing in Ukraine presently. The economic
ties and resulting democratic and economic progress in the Baltics and Balkans was something
a maniac like Putin simply could not abide.”

Peter Podbielski, “Second chance to establish a partnership. In the meticulously researched
history, Not One Inch, M.E. Sarotte details the backstory of U.S.–Russian relations in the critical
years between the fall of the Berlin Wall and Putin’s rise to power. Sarotte describes the clashes
over German unification, NATO enlargement, Ukraine, arms control, and the post-Cold War
security order that underscore several points of contention between the U.S. and Russia. While
the United States successfully safeguarded its strategic interest - keeping NATO viable –
Russia, weakened after the dissolution of the Soviet Union, felt compelled to accede to the
undesired political changes. The new political realities fermented resentments that escalated in
2008 with Russia’s conflict with Georgia and Ukraine in 2014.In addition to a valuable historical
reference, Not One Inch stands as a primer for how nations identify and pursue national
interests. To answer, “How can an understanding of these events guide efforts to create a better
future?” Sarotte offers three principles:1. The necessity of renewed competition from Moscow
provides a unifying mission that can help bridge fractures within the United States.2. Washington
should address Russian challenges by aggressively and unashamedly prioritizing transatlantic
cooperation. One issue requiring transatlantic focus is Ukraine, a country crucial to European
stability.3. Understanding history can help us, if not to predict, then certainly to prepare for the
future.Sarotte reminds us that both the United States and Russia undermined the opportunity for
a lasting and enduring partnership.”

Millan, “Insightful research on 1990s relationship of the West with Russia. “How we got here”
could have been the title of the book. The invasion of Ukraine by Russia did not come really out



of the blue. The book which is extremely well researched shows the events of the 1990s sowed
the seeds of rising tension between the West and Russia that Putin has chosen to exploit. The
author sets out the history without pushing an agenda leaving the reader to make up his own
mind. Definitely a must read book.”

michel paradis, “Très bonne recherche pertinente. Le sujet est d actualité”

H N Thakore, “Brilliant analysis. It is a deep study book with cogent analysis and shows the geo
political situation very well  It is well researched as well”

Ebook Tops Kunde, “Der Titel hält was er verspricht. alles, zur Info”

The book by M. E. Sarotte has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 159 people have provided feedback.
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